Welcome to Year 3 online learning for week beginning Monday 30th March
If you have any questions, then please email Mrs Purcell, Mrs Corbett or Mrs Rich on year3@woodlands.walsall.sch.uk
We will get back to you as soon as we can, but please note we might be teaching our key worker children.

To all our families, stay safe and keep smiling!

We hope you have been keeping busy and enjoying the lovely sunshine.
The tasks below are a guide to support your child during their time at home. To keep learning simmering we encourage pupils to go on TT Rockstars daily to
learn their x3, x4 and x8 times tables plus to read a text of their choice and/or a Bug Club reading book on active learn at least 3 or 4 times a week.
Free daily resources
You may have heard about the Body Coach Joe Wicks PE sessions daily. At 9am every week day visit Joe Wicks PE on you tube to view the workout.
Science with Maddie Moate on Youtube weekdsays at 11am. Maddie and Greg chat about science and nature.
Dance with Oti Mabuse on you tube – dance classes to get children moving.
Music with Myleene Klass on you tube, twice a week.
Storytime with David Walliams, free story everyday at 11am on his website. www.worldofdavidwalliams.com
Maths with Carol Vorderman, free access to her maths website www.themathsfactor.com
To keep up to date with news, views and issues we recommend pupils watching news round which is on daily on CBBC or can be accessed through
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround then click Watch Newsround.

Week 1 – Use your exercise book to complete any activities
English

Monday
WALT - recall contracted
words.
Contracted words are short
words made by putting two
words together. Letters are
omitted in the contraction and
replaced by an apostrophe. The
apostrophe shows where the
letters would be if the words
were written in full.
E.g will not = won’t
They are = they’re
Tasks
Write the expanded or
contracted form
Do not = _____
_____ = can’t
She is = ______
_____ = we’ve
You are = ______
Write a sentence linked to
Treasure Island using the
contracted words.

Reading

This term we have been reading
the Classic text ‘Treasure Island’
Visit the website to watch the
10 video clips THIS WILL TAKE A
COUPLE OF DAYS

Tuesday
WALT – retell the story of
Treasure Island.
This task will take three days!
Write a beginning, middle and
ending to the story using 3
paragraphs.
Beginning – Tuesday
Middle – Thursday
Ending – Friday
Remember to include speech
punctuation and all of our
learning this term.

Wednesday
Spellings and Handwriting
Practice learning the following
week’s spellings and writing
focusing on your handwriting.

Homophones and near
homophones
1. Grate
2. Great
3. Groan
4. Grown
5. Plain
6. Plane
7. Peace
8. Piece
9. Rain
10. Reign

Paragraph (setting or time)
Proper nouns and synonyms
Pronouns
Adjectives
Adverbs
Verbs

Use the dictionary or internet
to find the definitions of these
words then write a sentence
with these words in.

This term we have been reading
the Classic text ‘Treasure Island’
Visit the website to watch the 10
video clips THIS WILL TAKE A
COUPLE OF DAYS

Write a book review for
Treasure Island
What is the book about?
Describe the characters and

Thursday
WALT – retell the
story of Treasure
Island.

Friday
WALT – retell the
story of Treasure
Island.

This task will take three
days!

This task will take
three days!

Write a beginning,
middle and ending to
the story using 3
paragraphs.

Write a beginning,
middle and ending to
the story using 3
paragraphs.

Beginning – Tuesday
Middle – Thursday
Ending – Friday

Beginning – Tuesday
Middle – Thursday
Ending – Friday

Remember to include
speech punctuation and
all of our learning this
term.

Remember to include
speech punctuation
and all of our learning
this term.

Paragraph (setting or
time)
Proper nouns and
synonyms
Pronouns
Adjectives
Adverbs
Verbs

Paragraph (setting or
time)
Proper nouns and
synonyms
Pronouns
Adjectives
Adverbs
Verbs

Read a story from
Bug Club and answer
related questions using
the Bug on pages

60 second read
Then answer the
related questions.
‘A Storm is brewing’

Maths

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/cla
ss-clips-video/english-ks2treasure-island-home/zk2qnrd

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class
-clips-video/english-ks2-treasureisland-home/zk2qnrd

TIMES TABLES – TT Rockstars
daily (x3, x4, x8)

Complete sequencing activity
Check the order of the events in
the story.
TIMES TABLES – TT Rockstars
daily (x3, x4, x8)

Complete Woodlands
Workout using arithmetic.
1. 409 + 100 =
2. 172 – 200 =
3. 57 + 20 =
4. 106- 40 =
5. 178 + 500 =
6. 340 – 300 =
7. 256 + 372 =
8. 408 – 267 =

Rounding
Remember our recent learning on
rounding.
If the number end in
0, 1, 2, 3, 4 then round to the ten
before,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 round up to the next
ten on the number line.
Round these numbers to the
nearest multiple of 10.
1. 56
2. 83
3. 95
4. 147
5. 172
6. 191
7. 204
8. 376
9. 483
10. 575

their personalities.
What was your favourite part?
Why?
Who would you recommend
this book too? Why?
TIMES TABLES – TT Rockstars
daily (x3, x4, x8)
Number – addition
Recall your knowledge of
adding using the column
method.
1. 413 + 70 =
2. 142 + 80 =
3. 561 + 300 =
4. 460 + 700 =
5.

607
+ 71

6. 4 _ 2
+
1 5
46 7
7. 6 2 2
+ 375
8. 3 1 9
+ 142
9. 5 7 2
+ 336
10. 8 2 2
+ 345

TIMES TABLES – TT
Rockstars daily (x3, x4,
x8)

TIMES TABLES – TT
Rockstars daily (x3,
x4, x8)

WALT – recall
perimeter
Remember our learning
on perimeter?
The distance around
the outside of a shape
(Perimeter)

WALT – identify
grams and
kilograms

Shape

What is the perimeter
of this shape?
9cm
3cm
Measure a room in your
house or your garden
space either using a
measuring tape or foot
length.

Measures

Recall number of
grams in a kilogram.
Find items in your
cupboards and
recognise how many
grams and kilograms.
Order three objects
from smallest weight
to heaviest.

Foundat
ion
Subject

Jigsaw

Create a WISH list focusing on
things we will do.
Every time you wish you could
do something, treat ourselves,
see someone we love, visit a
new place write it down on a
post it or piece of paper and put
it in a jar.
When all of this is over this will
be your bucket list and work
through the wishes and this will
make us grateful for the little
things in our lives.
ENJOY wishing!

Science
WALT - Recognise that
shadows are formed when a
light source is blocked.

Art
Chase the rainbow!

Create an artistic rainbow to
be placed in your window at
home to show hope and
positivity. You can be as
creative as you like using pens,
Question for the week – How
paints, materials or anything
does light travel?
you have to make one.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/cli Can you remember how we
can recall the colours of the
ps/z6fnvcw
rainbow in the correct order?
Richard (red)
Hopefully it is a sunny day but
Of (orange)
remember never look directly at
Your (yellow)
the sun as it can be dangerous!
Go outside and draw around your Gave (green)
Battle (blue)
shadow. Look at how your
shadow changes when you move. In (indigo)
Vain (violet)
If you can, draw around your
shadow and stand in the same
Take a photo and send us a
position at different times during
copy which we can display
the day. How does your shadow
when back in school.
change?

French

Recall the colours in
French.
Vert =
Bleu =
Rouge =
Gris =
Blanc =
Rose =
Jaune =
Noir =
Marron =
Violet =
Orange =
Practice pronouncing
the colours.

Do something that
makes you smile,
relax and enjoy time
with family.
This could be watch a
film, play a board
game or bake a cake.

